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PRE-WRITING 
Vocabulary for aspects of narratives 
 

 
 
 
EXERCISE 1 
The words below are important when talking about the structure of a narrative, which is another 
word for story. Match the word (1-10) to its definition (a-j). 
 
1. ___ Setting a) the people in a story 

2. ___ Point of view b) the ideas or beliefs that the author tries to show through the story 

3. ___ Plot c) the problem or challenge in a story 

4. ___ Characters d) the eyes through which the story is being told. 

5. ___ Conflict e) the part that tells the reader how the conflict ended 

6. ___ Imagery f) the point in the story where the emotion is the strongest 

7. ___ Topic g) words to describe the setting, characters, and events in a story 

8. ___ Flashback h) the main events in a story 

9. ___ Climax i) the time when and the place where the story happens 

10. ___ Resolution j) part of a story that goes back in time to an event that happened before 
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Choosing a topic 
Before you learn much more about descriptive-narrative paragraphs and essays, you’ll choose a 
topic to write about, brainstorm it, and write a paragraph that you can use to track how much 
you improve your writing. 
 
Read the writing prompts below and look up any words that will help you understand the topic 
better. Choose carefully because you will develop this idea into a longer piece of writing later.  
 
EXERCISE 2 
Rank the prompts from 1-4, with 1 being the one you most want to write about and 4 being the 
one you don’t think is very interesting for you. 
  
____ a) Write about a time in your life when you solved a problem or overcame a major  

challenge at work, at school, in a specific place (like a hospital, a grocery store, a  
hotel, a city) or in a personal relationship. 

 
____ b) Write about a person outside of your family who has made a meaningful difference  

in your life in some way.  
 
____ c) Write about an experience you had while traveling and how you feel it changed you.  

You can write about any kind of trip away from home, near or far. 
 
____ d) Write about a time that you failed to do something that was important to you, whether  

in school, at home, at work or with your friends.  How did you react to that failure?  
Did anything positive come out of it? What? 
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Brainstorming with a mind map 
A mind map is a visual way to brainstorm a topic. It is different from just making a list of ideas 
because it can allow you to break a topic into parts and see relationships between the different 
pieces of the whole topic. 
 
EXERCISE 3 
Look at the mind map below. Which topic do you think this student has chosen to write about? 
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EXERCISE 4 
Use the mind map outline below to brainstorm ideas for the prompt you chose to write about. 
For the section on plot, just focus on the main events and don’t worry about the details. 
The page is turned sideways so that you have more room to write. Turn your book. 
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Narrowing a topic 
Remember that for this diagnostic writing, your goal is to only write ONE paragraph about this 
event. This means you need to focus on the most important characters, the main setting, the 
parts of the plot that are important, and which part of the conflict you can easily explain and 
come to a resolution. Look at the brainstorm again and notice what parts of the story this writer 
decided to leave out. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXERCISE 5 
Go back to your brainstorm on page 5 and narrow your topic. Mark any elements of the story 
that make it difficult to explain in only one paragraph. Draw a single line through them. Don’t 
erase or black out any of your ideas -- you might use them later!  
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Paragraph practice 
Write a very rough draft for the topic you selected and brainstormed. Don’t worry about writing 
the perfect paragraph right now. You’ll use this pre-writing paragraph to track your progress in 
grammar, vocabulary, organization, and development in this style of writing.  
 
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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The content below comes from “Writing for Success”. Saylor Academy, 2012. Source: 
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_writing-for-success/ The content has been slightly modified for readability &  language level. 

 

WHAT IS A NARRATIVE ESSAY?  
A narrative is simply a story, and the purpose of narrative writing is to tell stories. Any time you 
tell a story to a friend or family member about an event or incident in your day, you are doing a 
form of narration. In addition, a narrative can be factual or fictional. A factual story is one that is 
based on actual events from real life. A fictional story is a story that is made up from your 
imagination; in this kind of narrative, the writer of a fictional story can create characters and 
events as he or she wishes. 
 
The main difference between factual and fictional narratives is based on the writer’s purpose. 
The writers of factual stories try to retell the events as they actually happened, but writers of 
fictional stories create the characters, setting, and plot in order to tell the story. Biographies or 
college entrance letters are examples of factual stories, whereas novels and short stories are 
examples of fictional stories. 
 
We’ll begin by building a narrative and then add descriptive language to it. 
 

Why is Narrative Writing Important for You to Learn? 
Sometime in your life, perhaps at work, at school, or even in a court of law, you may be required 
to write: 

● a third-person narrative report for your boss about a problem on the job 
● a first-person narrative letter of complaint to a company about a situation where you feel 

you were treated unfairly when you bought something or received a service 
● a first-person narrative report for your car insurance company after an accident 
● a first-person narrative essay about your achievements for a scholarship application or 

college entrance essay 
 

Point of View 
Every story has a point of view. In your first paragraph, the story is probably told from your point 
of view because you are the narrator. This narrative point of view is called “first person.” There 
are several other points of view that writers can use in narrative writing. When a writer chooses 
a point of view, there are many things to consider: 

Who is the audience? Who are the people who will read your writing? 
What is the purpose of the writing? Is it to inform, persuade, or entertain? 
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The image comes from “writing prompts”. DFTBA, 2011. Source: http://writingprompts.tumblr.com/post/10757317003/257 . 

 
EXERCISE 6 
 
The picture below tells a story. Answer these questions: 

● What’s the setting?  
● Who are the characters?  
● Through whose eyes are you looking at the events in the room?  
● How do you think this person feels about what’s happening? 
● What do you think the story will be? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Narrative stories can be told from many points of view. To write in a way that is clear and easily 
understood by the writer, it is important not to change the point of view without a good reason. It 
is important to keep using the same pronouns to match the point of view.  
 
EXERCISE 7 
Complete the chart below with the correct form of the pronouns.  
 

 Singular Pronouns 

Subject Object 
Possessive 

adjective 
Possessive 

pronoun 
Reflexive 
Pronoun 

First person I _____ my mine _______ 

Second person _____ you _____ _____ yourself 

Third person 
he 
she 
it 

_____ 
_____ 

It 

His 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
Hers 
xxxxx 

_______ 
_______ 
_______ 
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 Plural Pronouns 

Subject Object 
Possessive 

adjective 
Possessive 

pronoun 
Reflexive 
pronoun 

First person we _____ our ours ourselves 

Second person you 
(a group) _____ _____ _____ _______ 

Third person 
*they can also be 
used for third 
person singular. 
See page 11.  *they *_____ *_____ *_____ *______ 

 
EXERCISE 8 
Use the correct form of the pronoun for each point of view. 
 
1. First person 
Look back at the chart and fill in the blanks with the best first person pronoun. 
 

__I_ am so tired. ____  stayed up late trying to do ____ homework, and then ____ 

parents started fighting, so it was difficult to go to sleep because they were yelling so loudly. 

____ really hate it when ____ parents fight. ____ sometimes wonder if they even care about 

____ or ____ feelings. Other times, _____ blame _____ for their fights because they sometimes 

fight over questions I ask. Still this family is _____ -- it’s the only family _____ have and _____ 

love them.   

2. Second person 
Look back at the chart and fill in the blanks with the best second person pronoun.  
 

_You_ look out into the classroom and see some of ____ students doing disrespectful 

things. One student that ____ see is sleeping. At first, ____ get angry. Then, ____suddenly 

realize that she might be sick or have problems at home. As soon as ____think of this, ____ feel 

bad for getting angry. ____ remind _____ that ____ always need to consider that something 

else may be causing the problem with ____ students’ behavior. ____ promise to always ask: is 

the problem theirs or ____?  
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3. Third person + verbs 
Now, change the 2nd person text (2. above) to third person. Also, add the verbs back into the story. Use 
singular pronouns and keep the story in the present (don’t change to the past). 
 

____ ____ out into the classroom and ____ some of ____ students doing disrespectful 

things. One student that ____ ____ is sleeping. At first, ____ ____ angry. Then, ____suddenly 

_____ that the student might be sick or have problems at home. As soon as ____ ____ of this, 

____ ____ bad for getting angry. ____ _____ _____ that ____ always ____ to consider that 

something else may be causing the problem with ____ students’ behavior. ____ ____  to always 

ask: is the problem theirs or ____?  

Pronoun Agreement 
Pronouns must agree with the words that they replace. They must agree in gender, number, 
and point of view. Remember that you must use “third person -s” with present tense verbs of 
third person pronouns. She looks / He sees / It helps. This is called subject-verb agreement.  
 

*They 
One pronoun that has flexible grammar is the pronoun “they”. In the tables on page 9 and 10 you 
might have noticed that “they, their, them, themselves” are generally used as third person. However, 
'they' is not only for plural pronouns -- it can also be third person singular. 

You may not have been taught this rule in a class before and you will not be able to find it in most 
books on English grammar. That's because it's a new change in the way that people use “they”.  

Three different situations where we use 'they' for one person: 

1. You don't know the person's gender. 

2. The person's gender doesn't matter or you don’t want to reveal it. 

3. The person's gender is nonbinary*. 

*Nonbinary gender means not one gender or the other -- 
not only a woman, not only a man. Maybe neither, 
maybe both, maybe in between, maybe third gender, 
maybe 'neutral' gender, or maybe something else. 

Example: Someone tells you they have a child. You 
could ask, 'How old are they?' without needing to first 
ask about the child’s gender. The grammar for “they” is 
the same (use ‘are’), but the meaning is not plural. You are only talking about one child. 
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Note: In academic writing, writers usually use third person to write about a 
topic in a way that is not personal. However, a college or university may ask 
for a personal essay written in first person as part of the application process. 
Also, your instructors may ask you to write personal essays in order to reflect 
on or explain your reaction to some class activities or your learning process 
during a course. Second-person point of view are usually used in fictional, 

instructional, and less formal writing. Third-person point of view is used in both fictional writing 
and formal, academic writing. 

 
 

Problems with Pronoun Agreement 
A common grammatical error that writers make is called a point of view shift. A point of view 
shift occurs when a story begins in one point of view, such as first person (I, my, me), and then 
later the writer accidentally shifts to second- or third-person point of view.  
 

The content below comes from “Writing for Success”.  Saylor Academy, 2012. Source: 
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_writing-for-success/ The content has been slightly modified for readability &  language level. 

 
EXERCISE 9 
Read the following paragraph carefully. All the pronouns have been bolded. Look for shifts in point of 
view. Can you find seven mistakes? (Remember to correct the pronoun and, when necessary its verb.) 
  

     Over spring break, I visited my older cousin, Diana, and she took me to a butterfly exhibit 

at a museum. Diana and I have been close ever since she was young. Our mothers are twin 

sisters, and she is inseparable! Diana knows how much I love butterflies, so it was their 
special present to me. I have a soft spot for caterpillars, too. I love them because something 

about the way it transforms is so interesting to me. One summer, my grandmother gave me 

a butterfly growing kit, and you got to see the entire life cycle of five painted lady butterflies. 

I even got to set it free. So when my cousin said they wanted to take me to the butterfly 

exhibit, I was really excited! 
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VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR & MECHANICS 
 

Sequence of events 
Narrative writing is most often written in chronological order. In other words, stories typically 
have a beginning, a middle, and an end. The events in the story are typically organized by time. 
Certain transitional words and phrases help to keep the both the reader and writer oriented in 
the sequence of a story. 
 
EXERCISE 10 
A. General story setting: B. Specific time:  
Match the words to make common time phrases. Add a preposition (at, on, in).  
1. back days ___ January  
2. during in the 1980s ___ summer 
3. on the day of my graduation ___ the morning 
4. fifteen that time ___ the afternoon 
5. in those the ’90s ___ the evening 

6. at years ago ___ night 

___ Monday 

___ weekends 
 
C. Transition phrases and conjunctions that show a sequence of events:   
Sort the following sequences into the chart below. 

in the beginning after a while at last after that meanwhile
several hours before one day finally in the end before 
the following day  the previous day later  while after  
when eventually 
 

Useful at the beginning 
of a story 

Useful in the middle of 
a story 

Words that show two 
events/actions 

happening at the same 
time 

Useful at the end of a 
story 
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EXERCISE 11 
Complete the text below using some of the time phrases and transitions from Exercise 10. 

 

I have been to China two times, but the first time was special because I 

met Jie in Guilin. It was about three years _____. _____ _____ time, I was a 

high school student, and I was traveling on a school trip to visit Guilin. Guilin is 

the Chinese sister city of my home city in Japan, Kumamoto. I had never visited 

a foreign country _____, so I was very excited and a little nervous about going 

to Guilin. At _____, I didn't know much about China, but I had studied a little 

about Guilin _____ we departed. In the _____, I grew to like China the more I 

learned, but more importantly, I met Jie who would _____ become my wife. 

_____ we arrived at Guilin airport, the Chinese student representatives of 

Guilin were waiting for us there. I was excited but a little nervous because one 

of them was going to be my partner for the whole trip and I didn't know who he 

or she was. _____ we were walking out of the airport to find a taxi, a girl _____ 

came up and spoke to me. She told be she was my partner, Jie. I immediately 

knew that I was lucky because she was very cute, but I didn’t know that I would 

fall in love and marry her only six months _____ I returned home. 
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Past tense forms for narratives 

Narrative tenses are verb tenses used for telling stories. If a story is in the past, then the writer 
uses a range of past tense verb forms to tell the story.  

 

There are four past narrative tenses: 

 

Verb tense How it’s used How it’s formed 

Past Simple I had an accident on a rainy day. 
I slipped and fell in the mud. 
Did you have a accident? 
It didn’t rain all night. 
 

Affirmative: -ed or irregular 
Question: auxiliary verb + base form 
Negative: auxiliary verb + no + base form  

Past 
Continuous 
(Progressive) 

I was walking home late at night. 
Was he walking home? 
You weren’t walking home. 
 
 

was / were + (not) + present participle 
 

Past Perfect I had chosen the wrong shoes that 
morning. 
Had she worn the right shoes? 
He hadn’t considered the weather. 
 

had + (not) + past participle 
 

Past Perfect 
Continuous 
(Progressive) 

It had been raining for eight hours 
earlier that day.  
Had it been raining all day? 
It hadn’t been raining for too long 
when I left. 

had + (not) + been + present participle 
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EXERCISE 12 
Look at the following sentences from the student’s first person narrative story about traveling to China 
and meeting his wife. Choose the best verb form. 

 

1. At that time, I (was / had been) a high school student, and I (traveled / was traveling) on 

a school trip to visit Guilin.  

2. I (never visited / had never visited)  a foreign country before, so I (had been / was) very 

excited and a little nervous about going to Guilin. 

3. When we (were arriving / arrived) at Guilin airport, the Chinese student representatives 

of Guilin (were waiting / waited) for us there. 

4. While we (walked / were walking) out of the airport to find a taxi, a girl eventually  

( came / was coming) up and (had spoken / spoke) to me. 

5. At first, I (hadn’t known / didn't know) much about China, but I (had studied / studied) a 

little about Guilin before we departed.  

6. In the end, I (grew / was growing) to like China the more I learned, but more importantly I 

met Jie who (will / would) later become my wife. 

7. I (was / had been) excited but a little nervous because one of them (was going to be / is 

going to be) my partner for the whole trip and I didn't know who he or she was. 

8. I immediately (knew / was knowing) that I was lucky because she was very cute, but I 

(didn’t know / hadn’t known) that I (will / would) fall in love and marry her only six months 

after I (returned / was returning) home. 
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EXERCISE 13 
 
Focus on form 
Find two examples of these verb forms for each of the tenses in the sentences above.  
 

Past Simple  
 

A future form used in 
the past 

 
 

Past Continuous  
 

Past Perfect  
 

 
Focus on use and meaning 
Remember, all stories have a beginning, middle, and end (a general time frame). Which verb forms are 
used to ... 

____________________ describes the main events of the story. 

 

____________________ describes the background events during the time of the story. 

 
____________________ describes events that happened before the time of the story or  

      before other main events in the story. 
 

____________________ describes events that happened after the time of the story but  
      still in the past from now. 
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Past tense time adverb clauses with subordinating 
conjunctions 
Another way that you can make the sequence of events clearer and more interesting for the 
reader is to use subordinating conjunctions to make adverb clauses of time. An adverb 
clause of time shows when something happens.  
 

Adverb clauses of time usually start with subordinating conjunctions like since, when, as 
soon as, until, unless, before, after, while and as.  

 

EXERCISE 14 
Use one of the subordinating conjunctions to connect the example sentences in the chart below. 
 

Main clause  Dependent adverb clause 

She learned to speak French __________ she was young. 

We can’t speak loudly __________ the baby has gone to bed. 

Finish your homework __________ you go to bed. 

You can’t go inside the museum __________ you buy a ticket. 

I have so much work to do __________ I started going to school again. 

You can’t go to the next class __________ you pass this class. 

No one said a word __________ the professor was speaking. 

You should call the police __________ you can in an emergency. 

Can she proofread our essays __________ we go through each step? 
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EXERCISE 15 
A. While there are many possible ways to complete the sentences below, change one of the verbs to past 
simple or to past continuous tense to show which events are background or main events. Then join the 
two sentences with when or while. 
 
My classmate ______________ (give) me a ride _____________ it ______________(rain) very 
heavily. 

My brother ______________ (arrive) _____________ my parents and I ______________ (still 
have) dinner last night. 

I ______________ (work) a summer job in a restaurant _____________  I _____________ 
(meet) my future husband. 

The police ____________ (stop) him _____________ he ____________ (drive) too fast on a 
neighborhood street. 

It ____________ (snow) _____________ I ____________ (look) out of the window last night. 
 
B. First, match the two sentence halves. Then, decide which verb is best as past simple and which verb 
should be past perfect. Use any conjunction you’d like to connect the two sentences and write them in 
the space below. 
 

1.  She (speak) Spanish really well 
2.  I (leave) my umbrella at home 
3.  My aunt (not want) to move 
4.  There (be) no food in the house 
5.  My grandparents (never fly) before 

A. she (live) in the same house all his life. 
B. they (be) nervous when they got on the plane. 
C. I (get) really wet. 
D. I (forget) to go to the supermarket. 
E. she (live) in Mexico as a child. 

 
 
1._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.  _________________________________________________________________________ 
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Adding description to a narrative 
So far, you have chosen a topic, brainstormed it, and reviewed past tense forms, and practiced 
using some of the time phrases and adverb clauses that will help to sequence your narrative. 
Now, it is time to add descriptions to your narrative! 
 
Two key parts of speech that help add interesting description are adjectives and adverbs. Can 
you identify adjectives and adverbs in a sentence? 
 
EXERCISE 16 
Circle the adjectives and underline all the adverbs in the sentences below: 
 
1.  As he walked, he looked carefully at the thin ice in front of him. 

2.  While waiting to pick up a close friend recently at Union Station, I was reminded of an 

unforgettable train trip. 

3. The evenings were cool and the nights rather cold. 

4. Unfortunately, illness has always been a problem for traveling people. 

5. The Student Leader Club is a great way to meet friendly and motivated students; I love going 

there.  

Adverbs 
Adverbs can play many different roles in describing a verb. They can describe the frequency, 
manner, degree, place, and time that actions happen, as well as express our feelings about 
those actions. Here is a list of adverbs that are especially helpful for writing a narratives. 
 

Frequency 
(How often?) 

Manner 
(In what way?) 

Degree 
(How much?) 

Place 
(Where?) 

Time 
(When?) 

Attitude 
(opinion) 

sometimes 
seldom 
 

accidentally 
suddenly 

much 
very 
 

everywhere 
here 
 
 

just 
previously 
yesterday 

fortunately 
hopefully 
obviously 

 
 
EXERCISE 17 
Look back at sentences 1-4 in Exercise 16. Classify each of the adverbs and add them to the 
chart above. Can you add any other examples? 
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This content about sentence types comes from the University of Victoria English Language Centre . Terms of Use   Published 
1998, Revised 2011. Source: https://web2.uvcs.uvic.ca/elc/studyzone/200/grammar/adjadv.htm  

 
Forming Adverbs 
Adverbs are usually made from adjectives by adding the suffix -ly.  

Adjective Adverb Example 

beautiful   The garden is beautiful. 

  beautifully Ann sings beautifully. 

warm   The room is warm. 

  warmly Joe smiles warmly. 

 
Here are the spelling rules for forming adverbs. 

Adjective ending in... How to make the adverb Examples 

y Change y to i and add -ly heavy - heavily 
happy - happily 
lazy - lazily 

[anything else] Just add -ly warm - warmly 
nice - nicely 
loud - loudly 

 
 There are some important exceptions: 

Adjective Adverb 

good well 

late late (“Lately” means recently. It is not the adverb form of “late”.) 

early early 

fast fast 

hard hard (“Hardly” means not much. It is not the adverb form of “hard”.) 

 
Note: Some words look like adverbs, but they are not!  Ex. Lovely, Deadly, Lonely, and 
Friendly  
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EXERCISE 18 
Circle the correct form of the word, adjective or adverb, that best completes the text. 
 

One day, when I was washing the (dirty / dirtily) dishes, I noticed that the water was 

draining out of the sink much more (slower / slowly) than usual. It drained so (slow / 

slowly) that I went to the store and bought a bottle of (specially / special) drain cleaner. I 

used the drain cleaner and the water seemed to drain a little (fastly / faster). However, the 

following day the drain worked even more (slow / slowly). I spent $100 on (different / 

differently) kinds of drain cleaner, but none one of them worked (good / well). At this point, 

I realized I couldn’t (possible / possibly) fix it myself. I called a plumber to come and fix my 

drain. While he was cutting a small hole, he (accidental / accidentally) cut the hot-water 

pipe. Hot water sprayed over the plumber, onto the floor, behind the counters, under the 

refrigerator! It was a surprising / surprisingly) disaster.  

 
EXERCISE 19 
Practice using adverbs that show attitude to add description to these mini-stories. Use the first sentence 
to start, then add two more sentences that are connected to the story using the adverbs. 
 
1. I had been having so many strange dreams every night. 
 

Obviously, ________________________________________________________________. 

 

Unfortunately, _____________________________________________________________. 

 

2. I was having trouble making friends at my new school. 
 

Gradually, _________________________________________________________________. 

 

Eventually, _________________________________________________________________. 
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3. Silence fell across the classroom. 
 

Suddenly, __________________________________________________________________. 

 

Fortunately, _________________________________________________________________. 

 

4. I thought I saw my best friend walking down the street. 
 

Immediately, _________________________________________________________________. 

 

Surprisingly, _________________________________________________________________. 

 

Adjectives 
 
Forming Adjectives 
There are a number of simple and common adjectives: small, yellow, and round. However, most 
adjectives are made by adding suffixes to nouns and verbs. A suffix is a group of letters that 
have meaning and are added to the end of a word.  
 
Participle Adjectives (-ed and -ing) 
Many adjectives are formed from verbs. For example, the verb to frighten can be used as an 
adjective by adding -ing to make a present participle or -ed to make a past participle. 
 

● The present participle (-ing form of the verb) refers to something or somebody that 
causes the feeling. 
 

● The past participle (-ed form of the verb) is used to express how a person is affected by 
something. 
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EXERCISE 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Write the correct form (-ed or -ing) from the point of view of the man on the boat. Use the man on the 
island as an example. 
 
From this point of view:   From this point of view: 

1. The man on the island is excited.   1. The island is __________.  

 

2. The boat in the ocean is exciting.    2. The man on the boat is __________. 

 
 
B. Change the verb into the correct form by adding -ing or -ed. 
 
1.  Students sometimes are nervous and ____________ when the teacher calls on them. 

(embarrass)  

2.  By the time I left the lesson, I was totally ____________.  (confuse) 

3.  The results of my effort were really terrible and  ____________. (disappoint) 

4.  Grammar and math are often seen as ____________ topics. (bore) 

5.  The results of the election were ____________ to many Americans. (shock) 

 

6. I am completely ____________ because of the rainy weather. (depress) 
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Suffixes for forming adjectives 
There are many types of suffixes for forming adjectives. Here are some very commonly used 
ones along with their meanings.  
 
EXERCISE 21 
Add the suffix to the root to form adjectives. Then add one more adjective that uses the same suffix. 
 
-able/ ible able to flex___, enjoy___, ________________ 

-al having the quality of crimin___, music___, ________________ 

-ant / -ent having the quality of reluct___, depend___, ________________ 

-ate characterized by consider___, passion___, ________________ 

-ative / itive having the quality of talk___, prim____, ________________ 

-ent / -ant having the quality of consist___, depend___, ________________ 

-ful full of color___, stress___, ________________ 

-ish having the quality of child___, fool___, ________________ 

-ive having the quality of expens___, protect___, ________________ 

-less without wing___, harm___, ________________ 

-ous full of advantage___, spaci___, ________________ 

-y tending to mess__, cloud__, ________________ 

 

Enhancing a description 
This content about enhancing description and using specific words comes from The Advanced Writing Handbook, by John 
Sparks (Fourth Ed. 2007). Used with author’s permission.  

 
When you add description to your essay, you want to use adjectives that make the reader hear, 
see, smell, taste, and feel the things that you are describing. You want to activate the reader’s 
senses.  
 
EXERCISE 22 
Think of three adjectives for each noun. Try to appeal to at least three different senses: 
 
chocolate ________ ________ ________ 

the ocean ________ ________ ________ 

a little boy ________ ________ ________ 

an accident ________ ________ ________ 

the grocery store ________ ________ ________ 
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Finally, in order to make your writing more interesting, try to use specific words. In academic 

writing in general, it is important to avoid using empty words like big, a lot of, things, stuff, 

somebody, and anything. These words are common in spoken English, but in academic writing 

you want to use the most specific word you can. Look at how this very simple, general sentence 

is much more interesting when specific and descriptive words are added. 

  
General sentence:  We saw some nice things in the shop. 
Specific and focused:             We noticed some large, colorful art books arranged neatly on a  

welcoming display table in Annie Bloom’s Bookstore. 
 
EXERCISE 23 
Rewrite the following sentences using interesting adjectives, adverbs, and more specific words. Add 
adjectives and adverbs where you can. 
   
1. We ate some good food at a restaurant.  

2. At sunrise, we heard the birds sing. 

3. He was driving a nice-looking car. 

4. The old person walked slowly down the road. 

5. The moon appeared over the tops of the trees. 

Writing topic sentence for a narrative paragraph 
 
Even though a narrative paragraph tells a story, the story should have a point. Whether you are 
writing about a funny event or a serious one, the topic sentence needs to let the reader know 
what the purpose -- or main idea -- of the narrative is. Many times narratives are written to teach 
lessons, make readers laugh, or give them important information about an event, like a report. 
 

The topic sentence needs to do three things: 
1. Make the reader understand the basic situation. 
2. Tell the reader the main idea about that situation. 
3. Use the same point of view as the story. If the story is a first-person story, then use  

                first person pronouns. 

Examples:  
I never thought I would face death until the summer that my best friend died. 
When traveling on an airplane for the first time, I learned that it is vital to stay calm no  
matter what happens. 
I met the person who would change my life while I was studying writing in college. 
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PARAGRAPH PRACTICE 
 
Edit the paragraph you wrote for the topic you chose from Exercise 2. Look for these things: 
 
❏ Did you use past time phrases and conjunctions to organize the sequence of events? 
❏ Did you use the past tense consistently? Did you use different past forms to  
❏ Did you use a variety of sentences to make the story clear to reader? 
❏ Write your paragraph again and try to improve the sequence of events, and add 

adjectives and adverbs to add more description to your story. 
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ORGANIZING A NARRATIVE ESSAY 
● The introduction paragraph needs a hook to bring the reader in, background 

information to tell the reader the time and setting of the story, and a thesis statement to 
connect the reader to the main idea behind the story.  The thesis statement should give 
the reader an idea of the purpose of the story: to teach a lesson, to explain a problem, or 
to give the reader enjoyment are just a few reasons why people narrative stories. 

 
● Body paragraphs can be organized in many ways. For example, if your story lasts a 

few days, start a new paragraph for each day. If your story involves traveling from place 
to place, you can start a new paragraph when the characters arrive at a new location. 
Each body paragraph focuses on one idea that supports the thesis statement of the 
essay. 

 
● The conclusion paragraph can bring the reader into the present (after the story), but 

must remind the reader of the main idea of the story again. The reader should feel they 
have reached the end of the story and that nothing is missing. 

 
This model student essay comes from The Advanced Writing Handbook, by John Sparks (Fourth Ed. 2007). Used with author’s 
permission.  

 

Model Student Essay 

An Unforgettable Trip 
  

 While waiting to pick up a close friend recently at Union Station, I was reminded of an 
unforgettable train trip that my mother and I took in 1981. We went to visit my father, who 
was living in a re-education camp in northern Vietnam. It was a difficult time for us all, and 
the political situation was terrible. Our trip from Binh Trieu Station to my father’s camp taught 
me the strength of my mother’s love for my father through hard, strange, and stressful times. 
 On December 20, my mother and I carefully packed rice, sugar, salt, milk, meat, and 
several kinds of dried fish to take to my father, who was being held in Hanoi.  Early that 
morning, we rushed off to Binh Trieu, a small train station near my house in southern 
Vietnam.  After buying two tickets, we got on the train, found two seats, and stored our 
luggage.  It took us almost four days to get to Hanoi, arriving in the evening. 
 When we got to this city, which we had never visited before, we felt like fish out of 
water.  After getting off the train, most of the other passengers quickly dispersed because 
they knew exactly where they wanted to go.  We, on the other hand, felt lost because we 
didn’t know how to get to my father’s camp or what transportation we should take.  Then a 
man standing beside a motorcycle with a small trailer attached came up and asked my 
mother, “Where are you going?”  When my mother explained that we were going to visit my 
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father at Hanoi’s re-education camp, he smiled and said, “Don’t worry.  I’ll take both of you. 
It takes about two hours.”  He helped us put our luggage into the trailer.  Finally, we arrived 
at my father’s camp at midnight, and my mother paid the driver. 
 We were taken to a cottage that had no furniture or electricity.  There were some 
candles burning on the walls.  The air in this low-roofed cottage was very humid.  Over thirty 
people were waiting there to visit husbands, sons, or other relatives.  Because of the long 
trip, we were quite tired, so we fell asleep on the ground almost immediately.  The next 
morning, the director of the camp came and told my mother that we had to wait at least three 
days to see my father, that we could see him for only one hour, and that it was an 
annoyance for him to have to arrange for visits on such short notice.  
 My mother and I were deeply disappointed, but we waited and slept in the cottage 
without blankets. The evenings were cool and the nights rather cold. As a result, I got sick, 
and my mother had to stay up at night to take care of me. My mother expected me to 
improve, but I only got worse, so she cried and requested that the director allow us to visit 
my father sooner than scheduled. Finally, he reluctantly agreed. 
 I had tried to imagine my father’s appearance and voice, but it was hard because I 
hadn’t seen him for eight years.  Although I was sick, I sat up in a chair in a small room 
beside the cottage waiting with my mother to see my father. At the same time, seven other 
women and four other children were sitting around waiting for their relatives.  Everyone was 
silent; we just looked at each other without talking. Suddenly, the door opened.  Eight men 
stepped in and sat down face to face with their wives, children, and friends.  At that 
important moment, my father, who was thin with darkened skin, sat opposite us.  My parents 
looked at each other but didn’t talk for a while.  When I looked around, I saw other people 
looking at each other without speaking.  My parents had tears in their eyes.  My father held 
and kissed my mother’s hand.  A little later, my father held me tightly, kissed me on the 
forehead, and asked me many everyday questions such as,  “How are you?  Have you been 
good?  How is school?  What are you doing in your free time?  Did you go somewhere last 
summer?”  He listened to every single answer, touched my face, and reminded me of 
something he always included in his letters: “You must obey your mother and help her in any 
way you can and not forget to write to me whenever you have time.” 
 I was deeply moved by my father’s appearance, voice, and words back then.  The 
visiting hour had gone by so fast that I couldn’t believe it.  However, I felt very satisfied and 
happy to have seen my father.  After that, my mother kept visiting my father twice a year 
until he was released on June 8, 1987.  My family came to the United States in 1993.  Since 
then, my father has been working for an electric company, and my mother has been staying 
home taking care of my father, brother, older sister, and me.  I’m often reminded of our 
amazing trip and the strength of my parents’ love when I look up and see him eating my 
mother’s cooking with us at the dinner table. 
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EXERCISE 24 
 
Analysis 
 
How does the writer hook you into reading the story? 
 
 
 
What is the thesis statement? What is the main idea of this story? 
 
 
 
When does the writer decide to start new body paragraphs? 
 
 
 
Which paragraph has the climax of the story? Which event do you think is the climax? 
 
 
 
What are some examples of time words and phrases, or adverb clauses of time? 
 
 
 
Why does the writer end the essay by saying: “I’m often reminded of our amazing trip and the 
strength of my parents’ love when I look up and see him eating my mother’s cooking with us at 
the dinner table.” 
 
 
 
What was the writer’s purpose in sharing this story? 
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UNIT 2 WRITING ASSIGNMENT - NARRATIVE ESSAY 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Start with the narrative paragraph that you wrote about one of the prompts on page 3. Now 
expand this paragraph into a full narrative essay. Follow these guidelines when editing: 
 
❏ Organize your story with an introduction paragraph, at least one body paragraph for each 

major idea or part of the story, and a conclusion paragraph (Between 4-6 paragraphs). 
❏ In your introduction, include an interesting hook, background information, and a clear 

thesis statement in your introduction that previews your story and gives the reader a 
sense of purpose. Think about the lesson of the story. 

❏ Start each body paragraph with a clear topic sentence. Add supporting sentences to 
explain the topic sentence. 

❏ In the conclusion, remind your readers of your thesis and purpose. Give your readers a 
sense that the story is done. 

❏ Use time words, phrases and adverb clauses of time to explain when things happen. 
❏ Use appropriate forms of past tense verbs when telling the story. Try to use different past 

forms to make the story come alive or add surprise twists (for example, using past perfect 
to tell about something that happened before). 

❏ Choose a point of view appropriate for your story (first person, second person, third 
person). You will probably use first person. 

❏ Use a variety of sentence types and vocabulary. 
❏ Add description with adverbs and adjectives. Be specific! Don’t be vague or superficial. 
 
SCHEDULE 
 
❏ Prepare a draft; print a copy; bring the printed copy to class on _________________ 
❏ Use feedback to revise your draft; share the final version with your instructor no later than 

_________________ 
 
FORMAT 
 
❏ Type your essay using Google Docs. Use Times New Roman 12 point font. 
❏ Use a margin of one inch on all sides. Double-space the lines. 
❏ Add a header with your full name, class, assignment, and date. 
❏ Add a title, centered at the top of the page. 
❏ Indent each paragraph by using the TAB button (not the spacebar). 
❏ Double space the lines. 
❏ Use page numbers. 
❏ Use your own words. Do not copy from another source. That is plagiarism and results in 0 

points for this assignment. If you use information from an outside source, paraphrase (use 
your own words) or quote (use exact words inside “quotation marks”). Either way, you 
must say where you found the information. 

❏ Proofread carefully for grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.  
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